
SecondMedic

Providers of unbiased second opinion 
on your medical condition, for your 
added peace of mind

Our mission is to use technology and teamwork to make world-class 
state-of-the-art healthcare advice from US and UK based consultants 
available to the doorstep of people and to ensure no one is deprived of 
the benefits of evidence-based contemporary medicine by constraints 
of means and physical distance.

We want to ensure that every patient has the opportunity to seek that 
extra peace of mind and agree to their recommended treatment with the 
confidence and clarity that “this is the best for me”.



When faced with a medical diagnosis 
for the first time, it is natural to start 
worrying about the future. You may 
want to know how your condition 
will affect your career, your family 
and your quality of life. You may start 
worrying about your diagnosis and 
wondering what  treatment is best 
for you. 

We understand your worries, and whilst we cannot 
provide the answer to all you problems, we can at least 
ease the most important worries you have - those 
regarding your medical diagnosis.

We aim to help you understand 
your medical condition and 
ensure you have been given 
an accurate diagnosis and are 
aware of all possible treatment 
options. We can help you choose 
the most suitable option.  The 
right diagnosis leads to the right 
treatment and peace of mind for 
you.

Unbiased providers 
you can trust

We are providers of unbiased second opinion on your 
medical condition, apeace of mind

Partners through your 
medical journey

We will ensure our service is easily accessible 
by ensuring that many different forms of 
communication such as online access, e-mail, 
phone, WhatsApp etc are made available to 
users to suit their individual circumstances. 
Your data will remain confidential and secure 
throughout the process via the safeguards 
in place within our digital platform.

The medical advice we provide will be up-to-date 
and in keeping with the best practice in developed 
countries by employing well qualified and 
positioned consultants working in well-reputed 
organisations across a wide range of specialties. 
This advice wil be supplemented with links, 
patient information leaflets and evidence based 
pathways, in an effort to empower our patients. 

We aim to provide medical advice remotely using 
digital technology in order to save expense, time 
and inconvenience. We  will ensure the advice 
given is independent of any bias based on financial, 
personal or any other consideration by making 
sure the consultants working for the company 
have no direct links with providers in India



people consult 
others about home 

improvements

2 OUT OF 3

of us seek a second opinion on 
healthcare

YET ONLY A QUARTER

 
people consult 
others for car 
repairs

 1 IN 2

Put your health above all

Am I being investigated 
appropriately?

Are my scans appropriate for my 
medical condition? Will they help make 
a diagnosis?  

Is my diagnosis correct?

Have all of the appropriate studies and 
test been completed and interpreted 
properly? Are there other diagnoses that 
should be considered?
  
What options do I have?
 
Is the treatment plan correct? Is it 
providing the desired results? Have 
other alternatives been considered?

Is the treatment on offer 
the best for me?

Second opinions do not have to disagree with 
the existing diagnosis. They can support or 

expand on it, and give you further reassurance

We can help provide you with answers to the 
following questions and more. 

What are the benefits for 
me?



Why should I seek a second opinion? There are several reasons why a 
person may seek a second opinion. 
 

•88% of medical 'second opinions' give a different diagnosis 
(Mayo Clinic study)
•Doctors are human and may get it wrong
•Your problems may be complex, and may require additional 
investigation
•There may be many choices available, and this may lead to 
a dilemma about which treatment to choose
•It is natural to have doubts and want further reassurance 
from an independent expert
•Having multiple doctors review a case leads to a more 
accurate diagnosis and better outcome.

Which medical conditions are covered?  Our service is quite 
comprehensive, and we have all types of specialists on our panel. We 
are able to advise on almost all health problems. 

How do I access your service?  You can choose from many different 
ways to suit your convenience. E.g. Website, e-mail, toll free phone 
number, fax, WhatsApp

Who will give me the advice?   It will be a specialist from our panel of 
doctors whose details are included on the website. All of our specialists 
are experienced consultants working/trained in well-reputed western 
Hospitals.

How long will it take for me to receive the opinion?  Once we receive 
all the information we require, we will endeavour to respond within 2-3 
working days*.

Frequently asked 
questions

Heart conditions
Breathing issues

Digestive problems
Bone, joints and spinal 

conditions
Kidney and other urinary 

problems

Cancer
Women & children’s health

Skin conditions
Neurology and brain surgery

Ear Neck and Throat
General medical conditions

The quality of medical advice will 

depend on the quality of information 

provided. 

Second opinion services are not 

intended to replace face to face 

consultations or emergency services

FOR MORE, VISIT OUR WEBSITE

SecondMedic.com
email: rajneesh.dwivedi@secondmedic.com


